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Dave Ramsey knows what it's like to have it all. By age twenty-six, he had established a

four-million-dollar real estate portfolio, only to lose it by age thirty. He has since rebuilt his financial

life and, through his workshops and his New York Times business bestsellers Financial Peace and

More than Enough, he has helped hundreds of thousands of people to understand the forces behind

their financial distress and how to set things right-financially, emotionally, and spiritually.In this new

edition of Financial Peace, Ramsey has updated his tactics and philosophy to show even more

readers:how to get out of debt and stay outthe KISS rule of investingÃ¢â‚¬â€•"Keep It Simple,

Stupid"how to use the principle of contentment to guide financial decision makinghow the flow of

money can revolutionize relationshipsWith practical and easy to follow methods and personal

anecdotes, Financial Peace is the road map to personal control, financial security, a new, vital

family dynamic, and lifetime peace.
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An updated, expanded version of Ramsey's first book about overcoming debt and managing

personal finances, this edition boasts new chapters on the relationship between money matters and

family matters. (Originally self-published in 1992, Financial Peace had its sales bolstered by

Ramsey's eponymous personal finance radio talk show; the 1997 Viking edition became a business

bestseller.) When it comes to solving money problems, Ramsey knows whence he speaks: he had

made and lost a real estate fortune by age 30. His straightforward guide to fiscal tranquility covers



the basics of career (work hard in a job you're good at), savings (sock away 10% of your take-home

pay), investments (invest long-term with pretax dollars) and spending (live below your income). The

new chapters offer financial advice for singles, spouses and parents-agreeing on money matters,

Ramsey says, leads to "fabulous unity" in a marriage. Commentary from Ramsey's wife, Sharon,

concludes each chapter; while often a bit drippy ("Communicating with those closest to you is

important. A lot of times this will be your spouse or your best friend"), it puts another reassuring

layer on an already warm (sometimes Christian-themed) and helpful text. Copyright 2002 Reed

Business Information, Inc.

Dave Ramsey, the nationally-syndicated radio host of "The Money Game" and bestselling author,

has helped thousands through Financial Peace University-a 12-week financial planning program.

He presents seminars in churches and corporations throughout the country. He holds a degree in

finance and real estate and lives with his family in Nashville Tennessee.

Life-changing. I know that sounds dramatic, but it really is. And I love that the logic and his

instruction are easily enough to follow. (Though it does take discipline, but so do all good things.) I

had been working with a financial planner for years before reading this, and it was really neat to find

that they agreed across the board. I am so thankful to have this guidance for my family's future!

Great book...after reading a borrowed copy..I decided to purchase a copy for a new friend that is

young and seeking wisdom/understanding in money management. A simple way to decrease your

stress level is knowing how you spend your money and where opportunities exist to get ahead. Not

rocket science, just common sense and a little discipline in how you spend your hard earned

cash...Read it..you'll benefit from it...Thank you.

This book is a great supplement to the financial peace university if you are taking the class. The

book is easy to read and covers a few more items or goes into more depth than the financial peace

course. I really enjoy it and recommend it.

One of the best books on personal finance I've read in a while. I still consult it from time to time. It

takes you through a step by step process to financial peace. I like that it has a professional

perspective from Dave and a perspective from an untrained person (his wife) that looks at the same

concept in a different, every day application. Concrete examples and tools in the back. This is not



just a book, it's a system and whole approach at approaching finances.

Love this book! It has so much info in it that is good for anybody that pays bills, has credit cards,

wants to someday retire, wants to manage their money, etc etc. Dave puts it in easy steps on how

to invest, get out of debt, budget, save money and even buy a car. It doesn't make you feel bad if

you have messed up, it encourages you. It's an easy read too. Instead of saying "invest like this" he

does the math to show you what would work best. So you aren't doing things his way by just trusting

his advice. You understand what you are doing and are learning how to figure out what best

financially suites you.

I love Dave Ramsey's ideas; great talk show and very good advice. This book is the written form of

that.

Good principles. Seems geared toward individual study or lecture, rather than for a discussion

group. Also, examples are a bit dated now -- for example, at the time of this review, no one is paying

6% on savings accounts or 10% on CDs.

An interesting read, worth the time.
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